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LESSON C-6 
WORKING WITH AUDIO 

► If/Else Statements (Lesson A-14) 

► Using the Command Line (Lesson B-1) 

► Pulse Width Modulated Signals (Lesson B-4) 

► Potentiometers (Lesson B-10) 

► WiringPi Commands (Lesson C-5) 

❑ PAM8302 Audio Amplifier x1 

❑ Speaker x1 

❑ Small, Flat Screwdriver x1 

❑ USB Audio Device x1 

❑ Microphone x1  

❑ Raspberry Pi connected to a 

monitor, keyboard, and mouse  

❑ Circuit from Lesson C-4, Activity #3 

containing the RGB LED, IR Receiver, 

Transistors, and Dual-Color LED 

❑ Short Jumper Wires x3 

❑ Long Jumper Wires x1 

Lesson Overview 

► Audio on GPIO Pins 

► Software Audio Functions 

► OS Module 

► Amplifier Gain 

► The PAM8302 Amplifier 

► Audio Input & Output Hardware 

Materials Needed 

Concepts to Review 
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LESSON C-6 
WORKING WITH AUDIO 

Audio can add another level to a project, whether it's playing audio through the 

speaker of a Halloween decoration, or playing your own recorded voice through a 

mobile robot. This lesson will teach you about the audio capabilities of the Raspberry 

Pi and how they can be used to add audio to a project.  

 
Amplifiers 
Back in Level B, you learned about using different pulse width modulation (PWM) 

frequencies to create different sounds with a Piezo-electric speaker. In addition to 

frequency, audio signals have another very important attribute called amplitude. 

Amplitude is the measurement of how large, or how many volts tall an audio signal is, 

and this value determines how much "work" the signal can do in driving a speaker. 

A small speaker, like a Piezo, should be driven by an audio signal with a very small 

amplitude, as the speaker element in a Piezo is very tiny and cannot move very far. 

A larger speaker, like the speaker in a car stereo, needs a much larger amplitude 

signal to drive the speaker element and produce sound. The larger the speaker, the 

larger the drive signal needed for that speaker. 

The device used to increase the amplitude of a signal is called an amplifier. An 

amplifier takes the input of a small signal, and outputs a much larger signal that is 

capable of driving larger speakers. 
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Amplifier Gain 
The amount of amplification that is applied inside an amplifier is called gain. Too much 

gain in the amplifier and the output signal will overdrive the speaker, resulting in loud, 

distorted sound. Not enough gain in the amplifier will result in the speaker being under-

driven, resulting in very low or no sound coming 

out of the speaker. 

Some larger amplifiers have fixed gain levels 

that cannot be adjusted, but smaller amplifiers 

will often have adjustable gain that can be 

controlled by a potentiometer on the circuit 

board of the amplifier. 

The photo above is the amplifier included in your 

kit. The highlighted potentiometer is used to adjust the gain: 

• Counter-Clockwise: Lower gain, output level will be lower or more quiet. 

• Clockwise: Higher gain, output level will be higher or more loud, full gain will likely 

be far too much for small speakers and could damage them. 

In order to get the best sound quality, you might need to make adjustments to the input 

level using the volume control on your Pi and the output level using the gain 

adjustment on the amplifier. These two settings will work together to get a good output 

level for your speaker. 

Distortion: 

Distortion occurs when a drive signal is too large for a connected speaker, and the 

resulting sound is said to be distorted because it is not a true representation of the 

intended sound. The sound of distortion can often be attributed to a voice coming 

through a bullhorn, but it is also used as an effect for music featuring electric 

guitars.  

The level of distortion will vary with how badly the speaker is being overdriven. 

Slight distortion of a signal may only result in slightly degraded audio output, while 

heavier distortion might lead to audio that is completely unusable, and the 

possibility of damaging the speaker.  
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The PAM8302 Amplifier 
The amplifier included in your kit is built around the PAM8302A chipset. It's capable of 

delivering 2.5 Watts of power into a speaker. Here are the full specifications: 

• Input Power – 2.0V to 5.5V 

• Compatible Speakers – 4 to 8 Ohm impedance. If connecting your amplifier to a 

speaker other than the one supplied in your kit, ensure the impedance rating is in 

the 4-8 Ohm range. Speakers with ratings outside this range can damage the 

amplifier. 

The pinout for the PAM8302A Amplifier is shown below: 

Board Label Description 

A+ Positive audio input signal 

A- Negative audio signal if available or ground 

Enable 
Apply ground switch amplifier into low power (off) mode, or 

leave unconnected and amplifier will always be on 

Vin Voltage In — Range can be 2.0V to 5.5V 

Gnd Ground connection 

Speaker + Positive Speaker Connection 

Speaker - Negative Speaker Connection 

The speaker connections are made using bare speaker wire and the screw-terminal 

connector, while the other signals can be accessed using the standard breadboard-

compatible header. 
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Audio Output Hardware 
The Raspberry Pi model 3B from your kit includes a 3.5mm jack that can be used to 

output audio signals. This type of connection is commonly referred to as a 

"headphone" jack as it's normally used to connect headphones to a device. This port is 

located between the Ethernet and HDMI connectors on the Pi. 

The Pi can also output audio using the HDMI cable. This can be useful if you have a 

TV or computer monitor with built-in speakers and an HDMI connection. Running audio 

over the HDMI connection allows you to run both audio and video in a single cable, 

eliminating the need for a separate, dedicated audio cable. 

You can switch between these two outputs by  

right-clicking on the audio icon in the upper-right menu 

bar and selecting the option that you would like. 

• Analog: This selection will output audio on the 3.5 

mm audio jack on the side of the Pi. 

• HDMI: This selection will output audio on the HDMI connector, so it can be received 

by an HDMI connected device with speakers. 

The output volume level can be adjusted by left-clicking the audio 

icon and adjusting the slider up and down. The top of the slider is 

100% volume and the bottom is 0%. There is also a Mute checkbox 

that will automatically make the output level 0%. 

If you're ever having trouble with sound not coming out of your Pi 

when you expect it to, check the settings in this order: 

• Mute is not checked 

• Volume slider is near 100% 
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Output device matches your connected device, Analog for a device connected to the 

3.5mm audio jack and HDMI for audio capable devices connected to the HDMI port. 

Also, do not assume that all HDMI devices have speakers. HDMI connected TVs will 

have internal speakers, but most HDMI computer monitors do not have internal 

speakers. When in doubt, check the specifications of your device to determine its audio 

capabilities and required connections. 

USB Audio Output Devices 
One way to get better quality output audio from a Raspberry Pi is to use an external 

USB sound card. These devices have their own devoted circuitry to create audio 

signals, which will often result in higher quality audio. Some of the drawbacks related to 

these types of devices are driver and software support. Just because you can plug a 

USB device into your Raspberry Pi doesn’t mean the Raspbian OS will know how to 

talk to that device. 

A list of supported devices and any known issues with their driver support can be found 

here: 

https://elinux.org/RPi_VerifiedPeripherals#USB_Sound_Cards 

 

If you plan to attempt to use an external USB audio device with your Pi, make sure you 

consult this list to ensure that the hardware is supported and that you fully understand 

the software modifications that will be required in order to make your device work. 

 

Raspberry Pi Audio Output Quality: 

Instead of having dedicated audio processing circuitry, the audio output on a 

Raspberry Pi runs using software PWM. This results in lower quality audio output, 

but this lack of extra circuitry helps to keep the Pi as small as possible. The audio 

output quality is acceptable for voices or sound effects, but the lower quality would 

likely be very noticeable when trying to use the Pi to play music. 
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The USB Audio Adapter included in your kit uses the GeneralPlus chipset and driver. 

While this device is not called out specifically in the list of supported devices, this audio 

adapter adheres to USB audio standards, so it falls under the Class compliant USB 

Sound Cards at the bottom of the list. Using a device that conforms to USB audio 

standards will ensure the best possible driver and software support, as support for this 

type of audio device is built directly into Raspbian (and other Linux distributions). 

A USB audio device should only be plugged into a Raspberry Pi when the Pi is 

powered off. This will allow the Pi to detect the audio device at boot and load any 

necessary drivers so the device can be used for audio output once the Pi has fully 

booted up. 

If an external USB audio device is used, additional options will appear when right-

clicking on the audio icon in the upper-right menu bar. 

If your USB audio device supports audio output, then 

selecting USB Audio Device from the list will output 

audio using that device, and not Analog or HDMI. If 

your device does not support output audio, then this 

option will not be present in the list. 

Clicking on USB device settings will allow you 

configure audio settings related to the USB audio 

device. These settings will be covered later in the 

section on USB Audio Input Settings. 
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Audio on GPIO Pins 

By setting the mode for GPIO18 to ALT5, you can obtain the left channel of any audio 

played through the 3.5mm audio jack. This can be done by using the following WiringPi 

command on the CLI: 

Channel GPIO Mode GPIO Pins 

Right ALT0 GPIO12 or GPIO13 

Left ALT5 GPIO18 or GPIO13 

You’ve previously learned about sending audio out through the 3.5mm jack and HDMI, 

but there is another method available for getting audio out of a GPIO pin. The left and 

right audio channels coming out of the 3.5mm jack are actually connected to GPIO40 

and GPIO45. You've never heard of GPIO pin numbers this high because these are 

not user-accessible pins. These GPIO pins can only be used internally by the board to 

send audio out of the 3.5mm jack. 

The Pi uses some additional GPIO modes named ALT0 and ALT5 for playing right and 

left audio channels, ALT0 for the right, and ALT5 for the left. Since you have so much 

control over the GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi, you can actually use software to 

connect GPIO pins from our breadboard to the ALT0 and ALT5 channels. That way 

whenever audio is played through the 3.5mm audio jack, it will also be played through 

the GPIO pin. 

There are some limitations on which GPIO pins you can use for this type of operation: 

gpio -g mode 18 ALT5 
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Audio Input Hardware 
The Raspberry Pi does not have built-in capability to allow for audio input like a 

microphone. If desired, this functionality can be added by using a USB Audio Device. 

USB Audio Input Devices 
Most USB audio devices will have a 3.5mm output or headphone jack, but some will 

also have another 3.5mm input or microphone jack that can be used to record audio 

input. While audio output level can be controlled by the volume slider, microphone 

input level can also be adjusted by right clicking on the audio icon in the upper-right 

menu bar and selecting USB Device Settings from the menu. Using the dropdown 

menu at the top of the settings window, select USB Audio Device (Alsa Mixer). 

This will ensure that you're looking at the settings for your USB audio device. 

Initially, there will not be any settings available as the settings that are available are 

configured in the Select Controls area. After clicking on the Select Controls 

button, you will be able to select which audio controls you would like to view in the 

main panel by adding a check box next to each control: 
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The Speaker and Microphone settings are not needed as they just 

set the output volume level for those 3.5mm ports on the USB audio 

device, and that setting can be accessed in the top menu bar of the 

desktop. Clicking the box next to Microphone Capture and then 

closing the window with the Close button will allow this control to be 

accessed in the main control window. 

The Capture tab will now contain the Microphone Capture level 

slider. 

The position of this slider will determine how much gain will be applied to the signal 

coming in from the microphone when being recorded. Louder sounds coming into the 

microphone will need a lower capture level on the slider, while quieter sounds requiring 

more gain, will need a higher capture level on the slider to ensure they get captured 

with good quality. 

The red button below the slider will mute the microphone input, disabling all input from 

the microphone. When the button is red, the microphone is live and can be recorded. 

When the button is light gray, the microphone input is muted, and no sound can be 

recorded. The mute function can be toggled by clicking on this button. 
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Software Audio Functions 
Recording and playing audio from the CLI is fairly simple with a couple of commands 

called arecord and aplay. As the names suggest, arecord is used to record audio, 

and aplay is used to play audio files. 

The Arecord Command 
In order to record audio, you will need to figure out the location of your USB capture 

device. This location will consist of a card and device number. Luckily, arecord has a 

handy option called -l (the letter l is for list) that can be used to list all available 

recording devices on the system. The full command is arecord -l and the output 

looks something like this: 

 

 

There was only one capture device found on this system and its location is card 1, 

device 0. When you supply this location as an option later when recording with 

arecord, you will use the format --device=hw1,0 to specify that you would like to 

record input from this device. 

Here are some of the options that must be specified when using the arecord 

command: 

--device=hw1,0  Device location as seen above 

--format S16_LE  Recorded format will be signed 16-bit audio 

--rate 48000  Sample rate of 48000 Hz (48KHz) 

-c1    Record only one channel, also known as mono 

test.wav   Filename to use for recorded file 
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Here are some of the options that must be specified when using the arecord 

command: 

--device=hw1,0  Device location as seen above 

--format S16_LE  Recorded format will be signed 16-bit audio 

--rate 48000  Sample rate of 48000 Hz (48KHz) 

-c1    Record only one channel, also known as mono 

test.wav   Filename to use for recorded file 

 

Here is the command and all the options assembled into a single command: 

 
 

Running this command in the directory /home/pi will save a new file named test.wav 

to the /home/pi folder. The recording will start as soon as this command is executed 

and a message with recording information will be printed to the console. When you're 

finished with your recording you can use the CTRL-C keyboard shortcut to end the 

program. 

sudo arecord --device=hw:1,0 --format S16_LE --rate 48000 -c1 test.wav 
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The Aplay Command 
The aplay command also has a -l option to list all available playback devices, but a 

card or device number is not required to be specified when running the aplay 

command. If no device is specified as an option, then aplay will play sound through 

whatever output device is selected in the upper-right status bar. This makes it a lot 

simpler to run the aplay command: 

 

 

This command will play the file named test.wav from the current working directory, 

through the currently selected output device. You could also specify the full file path so 

you can play sounds that are located in another folder. This would allow you to be in /

home/pi but play a sound file that's located in /home/pi/Desktop: 

 

 

You could run this command from any directory in the system, and aplay would still 

play hello.wav from your Desktop. 

sudo aplay test.wav 

sudo aplay /home/pi/Desktop/hello.wav 

The OS Module 
The os module in Python allows you to run CLI commands from within a Python 

program. This can be helpful when you want to do something in a Python program that 

can only be done on the CLI. 

Importing the os module can be done just like all other modules: 

 

 

This must be done at the beginning of your program so the os module will be available 

throughout the rest of the program. 

import os 
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The os module has many functions, but you will mainly be focusing on its os.system() 

function. This is the function that allows commands to run as if they were typed into the 

CLI: 

 

 

Anything placed between the double-quotation marks will run as if typed into the CLI. In 

this case some_command would attempt to run on the CLI. Let's look at some more 

useful examples: 

 

 

The command above will use the aplay command to play test.wav from the /home/

pi directory. 

 

You can also string multiple os.system() commands together: 

 

 

In the program above, a WiringPi command is being used to switch GPIO18 to a PWM 

pin that will contain the left audio channel, aplay will play test.wav from the Desktop, 

and another WiringPi command is switching GPIO18 back to its default state as an 

input. 

As you can see from the example above, the ability to execute CLI commands from 

within Python programs definitely opens up some new possibilities to explore in 

upcoming projects. 

os.system("some_command") 

os.system("aplay /home/pi/test.wav") 

os.system("gpio -g mode 18 ALT5") 

os.system("aplay /home/pi/Desktop/test.wav") 

os.system("gpio -g mode 18 in") 
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In the following activities you will build a circuit that will allow for recording and playback 

of audio files, by adding an amplifier, speaker, USB audio device, and microphone to 

your circuit from Lesson C-4. You will also modify the infrared remote control program 

from Lesson C-2 to include a button that will play your recorded sound when pressed. 

In this activity, you will modify the circuit on the breadboard to include the amplifier and 

speaker, and create a small program to test the audio output circuit and speaker. 

This project will use the circuit from Lesson C-4, Activity #3 as a starting point: 

• If you still have this circuit built, then proceed with Step #1 

• If you need to rebuild the circuit, build it using the instructions from Lesson C-4, 

Activity #1, but do not proceed past Step #2. Our first step below will remove the 

entire transistor section of that circuit, so there is no reason to build that part of 

the circuit. 
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Step #1 
The first step will be to make room on the breadboard for the amplifier by removing the 

transistors, the dual-color LED, and most of the associated components. The only 

jumper wires from the transistor circuit that will remain are the 5V and ground wires that 

are providing 5V and Ground to the P2 and N2 power rails. 

Power off the Raspberry Pi before making any circuit modifications. Remove all 

components below Row 40 of the breadboard. This includes the dual-color LED, both 

transistors, both 220-ohm resistors, both 10K-ohm resistors, and any jumper wires 

located below Row 40. This includes both jumper wires that were connecting GPIO20 

and GPIO21 to the 10K-ohm resistors. When completed, the breadboard should look 

like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Important Tip: 

The only parts of the transistor/dual-color LED circuit that should still be present on 

the breadboard are the 5V and ground wires in Row 3 of power rails P2 and N2. 

Ensure these are present on the breadboard before proceeding, as they will be 

required for supplying 5V to the amplifier. 
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Step #2 
The next step will be to install the short jumper wires that will supply power and ground 

to the PAM8302 amplifier. There will be one connection to 5V and two connections to 

ground. Install three short jumper wires between the locations below: 

5V - Short jumper wire – between J42 and P2-42 

GND - Short jumper wire – between J41 and N2-42 

GND - Short jumper wire – between J44 and N2-45 
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Step #3 
You will need to get audio from GPIO18 over to the A+ input of the PAM8302. Install a 

long jumper wire between the locations below: 

Long jumper wire – between J6 and J45 
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Step #4 
The breadboard is now ready for the amplifier to be inserted. Insert the pins of the 

amplifier into the breadboard locations F41-F45. This will create connections between 

the amplifier and the breadboard on the following pins: 

Ground – F41 

Vin (5V) – F42 

SD (Enable) – F43 

A-  - F44 

A+ - F45 
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Step #5 
The last step in the circuit build will be to connect the speaker wires to the amplifier. 

Using the small flat screwdriver from your kit, unscrew the screw clamps in the green 

terminal block to make space for the wires in the clamp. Insert the red wire of the 

speaker into the amplifier terminal marked +, and black wire of the speaker into the 

amplifier terminal marked –. Secure the wires into the terminal block by tightening the 

screw clamps. Pull gently on each wire to ensure they're both secure. If either wire is 

still loose, repeat this process until both wires are secured in the terminal block. 
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Step #6 
The circuit is now ready to play audio, but you will need an audio file to play. Power up 

your Raspberry Pi and open up a Terminal window. In the terminal window, type the 

following command to download a test sound file from the 42 Electronics Level C 

GitHub repository: 

curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/42electronics/level_c/master/lesson_6/hello_42.wav > 
/home/pi/hello_42.wav 

 

The sound file named hello_42.wav will be downloaded to the home directory in 

/home/pi. 

 

 

Step #7 
Now that you have a sound file, you just need to create a quick program to play the 

sound. Open Thonny and create a new program. Use Save As in Thonny to save the 

program as audio_test.py. This program will import the os module, set GPIO18 as a 

PWM output with left channel audio, use aplay to play the test sound file, and then set 

GPIO18 back to its default input state. Add the following code to your program: 

import os 
 
os.system("gpio -g mode 18 ALT5") 
os.system("aplay /home/pi/hello_42.wav") 
os.system("gpio -g mode 18 in") 

 

Once complete, run the program. You should hear the audio file playing through the 

speaker. If not, check the volume level and output device using the audio icon in the 

upper-right menu bar: 

• Left-click for the volume slider 

• Right-click for input options. Make sure the selected output is Analog, as this is 

the setting used to get audio to the 3.5mm audio jack, and GPIO18. 
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If you still have no sound after checking the settings above, double-check your wiring 

and the program. Ensure that you can properly play sound through the speaker before 

proceeding to the next step. 

 

 

Step #8 
The USB audio device that you will connect in Activity #2 will need the latest drivers to 

operate properly. While the Pi is still powered up, let's run an update/dist-upgrade to get 

all software on the Pi up to the latest version. 

Use the Terminal window from Step #6 to run the command below: 

sudo apt-get update 

 

Once your Pi has downloaded the latest version numbers for all available software, run 

the following command to apply the software updates: 

sudo apt-get dist-upgrade 

 

Answer y if you're asked about using more disk space on the Pi. New software updates 

may introduce additional prompts during this process, so follow on-screen instructions 

to navigate through any other prompts that may come up during the update process. 

Proceed to Activity #2 once your Pi is fully up to date. 
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In this activity, you will record an audio file using the USB audio device and microphone, 

and play that recorded file back using the amplifier and speaker. 

 

Step #1 
The first step will be to get the USB audio device connected to the Pi. To ensure proper 

installation of the drivers, the USB audio device should only be inserted with the Pi 

powered off. 

Power off your Raspberry Pi and insert the USB audio device into any available USB 

port on the Pi. Power the Pi back and the USB audio device will be ready for use. 

 

 

Step #2 
The microphone must be connected to the USB audio device so it can be used to 

record audio. Insert the 3.5mm plug of the microphone into the microphone input of the 

USB audio device: 
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Step #3 
The microphone is now available to the Pi for recording, but the recording level has not 

yet been set. For this, you will need to enable the Microphone Capture level slider in the 

USB Device Settings. 

Right-click on the audio icon in the upper-left menu of the desktop and select USB 
Device Settings from the list: 

 

 

 

Next, click the drop-down menu next to Sound Card: and select USB Audio Device 
(Alsa Mixer) from the list: 
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You will now be able to modify the settings for the USB Audio Device. Click on the 

Select Controls button to bring up the selection of available controls, and click the 

box next to Microphone Capture: 

 

 

 

Click the Close button and the Microphone Capture level slider will now be displayed in 

the main window: 
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The red button means that mute is disabled, and the microphone is ready to record. The 

slider at the top means that maximum gain will be applied to the microphone input, 

which could lead to distortion if the input signal is too loud. This setting may need to be 

adjusted to get a good recording based on how loudly you speak into the microphone 

during recording. 

Leave the Microphone Capture slider window open on the Desktop so the recording 

level can easily be adjusted if needed. 

 

 

Step #4 
The next step in recording your voice will be to open a Terminal window and run an 

arecord command with some extra options. Run the command below in the Terminal 

window and you will begin recording immediately. Use the CTRL-C keyboard shortcut to 

stop the recording: 

arecord --device=hw:1,0 --format S16_LE --rate 48000 -c1 my_voice.wav 

 

This command will record the microphone input into a file named my_voice.wav in the 

current directory. Here is an explanation of the reset of the options being used above: 

Option Description 

--device=hw:1,0 Use input from card #1, device #0 (this is your USB audio device) 

--format S16_LE Record in 16 Bit Little Endian format 

--rate 48000 Sample the input at 48000 Hz (48KHz) 

-c1 Record a single channel (mono mode) 

my_voice.wav Name of file to use to store recording 
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Step #5 
The last step will be to play back the recorded file using the aplay command in the 

Terminal. Play back the file using the commands below: 

The first command will use WiringPi to switch pin 18 into PWM ALT5 mode so it can 

output audio: 

gpio -g mode 18 ALT5 

 

After running this command, you may start hearing some noise coming from the 

speaker. This happens because GPIO18 is now pushing left channel audio out to the 

amplifier, and any noise on the left channel will now be amplified and heard through the 

speaker. 

The second command will play the recorded sound file through GPIO18: 

aplay my_voice.wav 

 

If you would like to record your voice file again, you can use the same arecord 

command from Step #4 and the my_voice.wav file will be replaced with the new 

recording: 

arecord --device=hw:1,0 --format S16_LE --rate 48000 -c1 my_voice.wav 

 

You can play back the new audio file using the same aplay command you used 

previously: 

aplay my_voice.wav 
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If you want to adjust the recording level, use the slider in the Microphone Capture 

window: 

• If the recording is too quiet, you can move the slider closer to the top to increase 

the amount of amplification that will be applied to the microphone signal before it 

is recorded. 

• If the recording is too loud or distorted, you can move the slider down to 

decrease the amount of amplification that will be applied to the microphone 

signal before it is recorded. 

 

Try making small adjustments to the capture level and rerecording your voice. Large 

capture level adjustments can easily cause a recorded file to be too quiet or distorted, 

so try to make small adjustments until you get a recording that you like. You will use this 

voice recording in a program in the next activity. 

  

 

Step #6 
Now that recording and playback are done, return GPIO18 to its default state as an 

input so it's free to be used by other programs. This will also get rid of any audio noise 

that may still be coming out of the speaker. Run the following command in Terminal: 

gpio -g mode 18 IN 

 

GPIO18 is now back to its default state. You will use GPIO18 to output audio in the next 

activity, but the commands for setting the output mode to ALT5 or IN will be handled 

within the program. 
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In this activity, you will modify the IR Remote program named ir_rgb.py that you built 

in Lesson #2, Activity #3. You will be adding the ability to play your voice file through the 

speaker when button 4 is pressed. 

 

Step #1 
The first step will be to create a copy of ir_rgb.py that you can modify to play your 

recording. Open Thonny and open the ir_rgb.py file located in /home/pi. Use Save As 

in Thonny to save a new copy as ir_rgb_audio.py: 

 

 

 

Press the OK button at the bottom of the window to save the new copy. This way the 

original ir_rgb.py file will remain unmodified and can be used as a base for more 

projects in the future. 
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Step #2 
Only a few modifications need to be made to this program to incorporate playing back 

your recorded file. The os module must be imported so CLI commands can be run from 

within Python. Import the os module by adding the highlighted command below to the 

end of the import block: 

import socket 
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
import time 
import os 
 
red = 13 
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Step #3 
The other modification this program needs is to assign some commands to IR Remote 

button #4. These commands will include: 

1. Turning off the LED by using the led_update function 

2. Setting GPIO18 to PWM mode ALT5 so it can output left channel audio 

3. Playing your recorded file using aplay 

4. Setting GPIO18 back to its default state as an input 

 

These commands will only run if the elif block finds that the value of button is equal 

to 'BTN_4', which means that IR Remote button #4 was pressed. Add the highlighted 

block below between the 'BTN_3' and 'BTN_OK' blocks in the program: 

    elif button == 'BTN_3': 

        print('Blue') 

        led_update(0,0,1) 

    elif button == 'BTN_4': 

        led_update(0,0,0) 

        os.system("gpio -g mode 18 ALT5") 

        os.system("aplay /home/pi/my_voice.wav") 

        os.system("gpio -g mode 18 in") 

    elif button == 'BTN_OK': 

        print('Program Exiting...') 

        led_update(0,0,0) 

        GPIO.cleanup() 

        raise SystemExit() 

 

Make sure the indentation matches the blocks above and below so your new elif 

condition will be evaluated along with the other conditions. 
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Step #4 
Run the program and press the buttons on the IR Remote while pointing it at the IR 

receiver. Buttons 1, 2, and 3 will still control the red, green, and blue elements of the 

LED, while button 4 will now control the playing of the recorded audio. Use the OK 

button on the remote to exit the program. 

If the recorded audio does not play as expected, verify there are no typos in the 

highlighted block that you added in Step #3. If needed, return to Activity #2 and verify 

that you can play the recorded file in Terminal, making any audio level adjustments that 

might be required. 

 

Leave this circuit built on your breadboard for use in Lesson 7.  
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1. Does GPIO18 always pass-through audio or is a special command required to make 

this happen?  

 

2. Does the Raspberry Pi have built-in capability for recording from a microphone? 

 

3. If a recorded audio file is very quiet, should the Microphone Capture level be 

adjusted up or down? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers Can be Found on the Next Page 
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Answers 

1. Does GPIO18 always pass-through audio or is a special command required to 

make this happen?  

ANSWER: GPIO18 does not always play audio, but it can be configured to pass 

through left-channel audio by using the command: 

gpio -g mode 18 ALT5 
 

 

2. Does the Raspberry Pi have built-in capability for recording from a 

microphone? 

ANSWER: No, the Raspberry Pi cannot record from a microphone with its on-board 

hardware. A USB audio device can be used to add this capability to a Raspberry Pi.  

 

3. If a recorded audio file is very quiet, should the Microphone Capture level be 

adjusted up or down? 

ANSWER: If recorded audio is very quiet, the Microphone Capture level should be 

adjusted up to increase the amount of amplification applied to the microphone audio 

before it is recorded. 
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LESSON C-11 
BUILDING A WEB SERVER WITH BOTTLE 

► Connecting Your Raspberry Pi to a Network (Lesson A-9) 

► Using the Command Line (Lesson B-1) 

► Determining the IP Address of Your Raspberry Pi (Lesson C-1) 

❑ Circuit from Lesson C-9, Activity #1 

containing the RGB LED, IR Receiver, 

Amplifier/Speaker, Servo, and 

MPU6050 Accelerometer/Gyro 

Note: You will only be using the RGB 

LED portion of this circuit. If you must re-

build the circuit, refer to Lesson 2, Activity 

#1, Steps 1 through 4 for building  

instructions.  

❑ Raspberry Pi connected to a 

monitor, keyboard, and mouse  

❑ Internet connection for downloading 

software packages 

❑ Web Browser equipped to display 

content from the Raspberry Pi web 

server 

Lesson Overview 

► The Bottle Web Server 

► PIP Installer 

 

► Web Page Control 

► HTML Code 

 

Materials Needed 

Concepts to Review 
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LESSON C-11 
BUILDING A WEB SERVER WITH BOTTLE 

In this lesson you will learn about different components required for establishing 

communication over a network. You will also learn how to use a Python package 

named Bottle to create and host a web page on your Raspberry Pi. This web page will 

later be used to control the color of your RGB LED from another device on your 

network. 

Web Page Control 

The ability to control a project with a web page interface can make a project much 

more useful. Instead of controlling a program or hardware with a keyboard or mouse 

connected directly to the Pi, you can make the program control available to any device 

on your home network that can launch a web browser. These types of devices might 

include phones, tablets, smart TVs, gaming consoles, or any other device with a web 

browser. 

The complexity of your web page might cause issues on certain devices. For example, 

a web page that can be properly displayed on a computer, might not display or function 

well on a phone due to the software support in the browser of the phone. Keeping web 

page controls simple is the best way to ensure the highest level of compatibility across 

all devices. 

Important Note: 

While we will be using the term web server throughout this lesson, the server you 

create during this lesson will not be available outside of your home network. 

Making this server available outside your home network by modifying your home 

router or firewall settings would be far outside the scope of this lesson. Making any 

server on your home network available to the internet is a major security risk and 

should not be undertaken by anyone without extensive network security 

knowledge.  
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Components Required for Web Page Control 

The components required for web page control of a device are a server and a client. 

The server refers to the hardware that is serving, or hosting, the web page. This 

hardware could be something as small like a Raspberry Pi, or a much larger device like 

a rack full of powerful computers. The server hardware required will depend on the 

amount of information that you want to make available. A large website like Google or 

Facebook requires entire buildings called data centers that are full of thousands of 

extremely fast servers that are working together to serve the website to everyone. 

Luckily, you only need a Raspberry Pi for hosting a couple of simple web pages. 

A client refers to a device that connects to a server. The client might be a PC, tablet, 

phone, or any other device that can load a web page. 

Depending on how it's used, a Raspberry Pi can be a server, a client, or both at the 

same time. When hosting a web page, it's considered a server. When accessing a web 

page using its web browser, then it would be considered a client. Since both of these 

things can happen at the same time, the Pi can be a server and a client, 

simultaneously. 

IP Addresses and Ports 

During the lesson on remotely accessing your Pi, you learned how devices are 

identified on a network with a unique IP address. When a device is running a server, 

the content being hosted by the server can be accessed by other devices on the 

network by using the server's IP address. A device can host multiple servers at the 

same time, and port numbers are used to identify them. 

Port numbers specify which server you want to communicate with, at a certain IP 

address. Port numbers will be between 0 and 65536, and will follow the IP address, 

separated by a colon: 

Full Address Port Number IP Address 

10.0.0.20:80  80  10.0.0.20  

192.168.1.200:22  22 192.168.1.200  

10.0.1.8:5900  5900  10.0.1.8  
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These port numbers are the default port for each protocol listed. This means that you 

don't always have to specify a port when accessing these services. When trying to 

make a VNC connection to a VNC server running on 10.0.0.83, the VNC client 

software will automatically attempt to communicate using port 5900. If the server is up 

and responds to a request on port 5900, then a connection will be established with that 

server. 

Web browsers will automatically attempt to communicate with a server on ports 80 and 

443, and if a connection is established on one of those ports, the website content will 

be loaded in the web browser. 

These default ports can easily be overridden 

in a client by supplying a different port number 

when connecting to the server. If a server at 

10.0.0.100 has been configured to run SSH 

on port 6022 then you can connect to SSH by 

pointing your SSH client to 10.0.0.100:6022. 

Some ports are also not available for use by 

all users. For instance, processes created by 

Thonny will run as the user named pi, which 

has limited permissions. The user named pi 

is not allowed to access certain ports like 80 

and 443 out of concern for security. The options in this case are to run the process as 

root, which has other serious security considerations, or to select a different port to use 

for the server. Since there are around 65,000 ports to choose from, it's not too difficult 

to find an unassigned port in the upper area of this range. Port 8080 is a pretty 

common alternate port to use for web servers. 

Protocol Port Number 

HTTP (Web traffic – insecure  80 

HTTPS (Web traffic – secure)  443 

SSH 22 

VNC 5900 

The VNC and SSH protocols that we used to access your Pi were running as servers 

on the Pi. Here are some of the more popular ports: 

Helpful Tip: 

There can only be one server 

type assigned to a port number. 

This means that if you're running 

a web server on port 80, you 

cannot also run an SSH server 

on port 80. Attempting to assign 

multiple services to the same 

port will result in errors. 
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HTML Code 

HTML or Hypertext Markup Language is used for creating web pages. Just like Python, 

HTML code can be as simple of complicated as you would like. Here is an example of 

a simple HTML file: 

 

 

This file will display the message Hello World! in a web browser. The DOCTYPE code 

lets web browsers know that the code in the file is HTML so it can be properly 

displayed by the browser. 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <body> 
        <p>Hello World!</p> 
    </body> 
</html> 

HTML Tag Types 

HTML relies mostly on items called tags that look like this: 

 

 

Both tags are enclosed with < and >, while the closing tag also includes a forward 

slash, or /. These tags are wrapped around some type of content. Below are 

descriptions of some of the more common tags you will find in HTML files: 

<html> – This tag encloses all of the HTML code on the web page. 

<head> - The head tag is used to apply a heading to the page. If present, this tag 

should be located before the body content. 

<body> - The body tag contains the content for the main body of the web page. 

<h1> - The heading tag is used to format text into six pre-defined heading sizes. 

Heading 1 (h1) is the largest heading font while Heading 6 (h6) is the smallest. 

<tag>content</tag> 
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<p> - The paragraph tag is used to hold items that should be treated as paragraphs. 

Web browsers will apply extra spacing between paragraph elements to help with 

readability. 

<br> - The break tag is used to insert a carriage return into a web page. This can help 

to add space when arranging items in a user-friendly layout. 

<a> - The hyperlink tag is used to create a link to another web page or file. Unlike the 

tags above, the hyperlink tag requires more than just an opening and closing tag. The 

hyperlink tag also needs the text or image that will be used to display the link on the 

page, as well as the target location of the link. Here is an example of creating a link 

with the text Visit 42 Electronics that goes to www.42electronics.com: 

 

 

The target link location is included in the opening <a> tag, followed by the text that will 

be displayed, and then the closing </a> tag. 

Tags are nested inside of each other to form the content on the page: 

 

 

<a href="https://www.42electronics.com">Visit 42 Electronics</a>  

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <head> 
        <h1>Here is the heading</h1> 
    </head> 
    <body> 
        <p>Hello World!</p> 
    </body> 
</html> 
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Here is the same code with boxes drawn around each tag element: 

You can see that the html element holds both the head and body elements. The h1 

heading is located inside the head element, and the paragraph element is located 

inside the body. 

Keeping opening and closing tags spaced at the same level will help keep the file 

organized. The file below is the exact same code as above, but the spaces have been 

removed: 

 

 

The web page built by these two files will look identical in a web browser, but the file 

with proper spacing will be much easier to modify later, as opening and closing tag 

locations are much easier to identify. A missing opening or closing tag will completely 

break an HTML file, and this type of problem is much easier to fix when the code is 

formatted like the first example. 

<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html><head><h1>Here is the heading</h1></head><body><p>Hello World!</
p></body></html> 
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The Bottle Web Server 

To serve HTML web pages, your device will need to run some type of server software. 

In upcoming lessons, you will learn about a web server called Apache that is very 

popular, but it also relies on an extensive software installation and configuration 

process. This may be much more than you need for hosting a simple web page, so a 

simple, lightweight alternative called Bottle was created. 

Bottle requires the installation of a small Python module and will allow you to host web 

pages using a single Python program. The Bottle Python module will make web pages 

available whenever this Python program is running and will shut down when you end 

the program. 

Bottle uses an element called a route to determine what will happen when a URL is 

requested. Here is an example of a route: 

 

 

The path following @route determines what URL will trigger this block of code. In this 

case visiting ip_address:portnumber/red_on will cause this function to run. The 

function will push GPIO13 high and return the message Red On to the web browser 

window. 

It's always helpful to have a home page with links to your other pages. That way you 

can add new, clickable links to the home page and not have to remember the direct 

URL for every page that you have programmed into your web server. The URL for a 

home page is generally just ip_address:portnumber without any trailing value. The 

route for this page can be specified by a single forward slash: 

 

 

 

 

@route('/red_on') 
def red_on(): 
    GPIO.output(13, GPIO.HIGH) 
    return "Red On" 

@route('/') 
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This route will need to return all of the HTML for the home page, so some special 

formatting will be required. Triple, single quotation marks are used to indicate the 

beginning and end of your HTML code (noted below in red): 

 

 

Since HTML code will often contain spaces, carriage returns, and other special 

characters, the triple, single-quotation marks let Python know to ignore all of these 

formatting issues and return the entire block of triple-quoted code to the browser, 

where it can be rendered as an HTML web page. 

The only other thing that Bottle needs to create a web server is a run command at the 

end of the program that specifies the IP address of the host server, and the port that 

the server will take requests from: 

 

 

In the example above, the Bottle server will run on IP address 10.0.0.100 and port 

number 8080. The IP address must match the current network IP address of your Pi. If 

you're unsure of the current network IP address of your Pi, you can refer back to 

Lesson C-1 where we determined the IP address for remote access purposes. 

@route('/') 
def home(): 
    return ''' 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <body> 
        <p>Click the links below to change the LED color</p> 
        <br> 
        <a href="/red_on">Red On</a> 
        <br> 
        <a href="/red_off">Red Off</a> 
        <br> 
        <br> 
        <a href="/cleanup">GPIO Cleanup</a> 
    </body> 
</html> 
''' 

run(host='10.0.0.100', port=8080) 
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In summary, a bottle server just needs the following three elements to operate: 

1. Import the bottle module 

2. Define the routes that will be triggered when URLs are visited 

3. Run command with the IP address and port of the server 

PIP Installer 

Until this point, all Python packages used have been installed by cloning a GitHub 

repository and running some additional commands based on the package. There is 

another installer method available named PIP that stands for Package Installer for 

Python. 

You may remember that when working with previous software packages you’ve 

installed using GitHub, your program must be located in the correct folder in order to 

find the files needed for import. This isn't a problem with the PIP installer as packages 

are installed directly into your Python environment, so there's no need to worry about 

folder locations. A Python program in any folder of your Raspberry Pi will have access 

to all of the PIP installed packages. 

You're probably asking why you haven’t always install using PIP as it sounds like a 

more user-friendly system. Unfortunately, not all software packages are not available 

on PIP, so often the GitHub cloning / installation method is the only option. 

Just like python vs python3 on the CLI, there are two versions of PIP that can be 

used, and they are: 

pip Python 2 package installer 

pip3 Python 3 package installer 

 

These commands operate like previous installers we've used in the past. If you use 

pip3 to install a package, then it won't be available in Python 2 programs. The same is 

true for the inverse. If you use pip to install a package, then it won't be available to 

Python 3 programs. In these lessons, you will primarily use pip3 so the packages will 

be available to the Python 3 programs that you create in Thonny. 
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Here are some of the more common commands that are available for PIP: 

 

 

The list command will list every pip3 package that's installed on your system. This 

can be helpful if a tutorial has packages that must be installed, and you're not sure if 

they're already on your system. 

 

 

The show command will display all the version information for the package_name 

specified, as well as contact information for the author, and websites to reference for 

more information about the package. 

 

 

The install command will install the package_name that you specify, as long as the 

package you're trying is found. If the package name is incorrect or does not exist, this 

command will result in an error. 

 

 

The uninstall command will uninstall the package_name that you specify, as long as 

the package is currently installed on your system. If the package is not installed, this 

command will result in an error. 

pip3 list 

pip3 show package_name 

pip3 install package_name 

pip3 uninstall package_name 
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In this activity, you will remove some of the components from your breadboard, as they 

will not be needed for upcoming projects. The only components required for these 

activities are the RGB LED and its associated resistors and wiring. 

This project will use the circuit from Lesson C-9, Activity #1 as a starting point: 

• If you still have this circuit built, then proceed with Step #1 

• If you need to rebuild the circuit, build it using the instructions from Lesson 9-2, 

Activity #1, Steps 1 through 4 before proceeding with Step #2 

 

Step #1 
The first step will be to remove some of the components from your breadboard. With the 

Raspberry Pi powered off, remove the IR receiver, the amplifier and speaker, the servo, 

the MPU6050, and any wiring associated with these components. This will leave only 

the components required to run the RGB LED. When completed, your breadboard will 

look like this: 
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Step #2 
Now that the RGB LED is ready to run, you need to install the bottle web server 

package using the PIP installer. Power the Raspberry Pi back on and open a Terminal 

window using the icon in the upper menu bar: 

 

 

 

 

Step #3 
You will be installing the bottle package using pip3 so the package will be available 

using Python 3 in Thonny. Make sure your Pi is connected to the internet, and run the 

following command in the Terminal window: 

pip3 install bottle 

 

 The bottle package will be installed without any additional prompts. 
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Step #4 
Verify that the bottle package was installed properly by using the show command to 

view the package information. Run the following command in your Terminal window: 

pip3 show bottle 

 

The output from this command should show all the information about the installed 

version of bottle. If there is no information printed to the console, that means the 

bottle was not found on your system. Go back to Step #3 to reinstall bottle and run 

the show command again to confirm that the installed version information is reported. 

 

 

Step #5 
Before you can build a web page to display using the bottle web server, you will need to 

determine the current IP address of your Raspberry Pi on your home network. The 

easiest way to do this is to hover your mouse over the network icon in the upper-right 

menu bar of the desktop: 

 

 

 

This Pi is reporting an IP address of 10.0.0.170 for the wired network on eth0, and 

10.0.0.182 for the wireless network on wlan0. You will likely only have only wired or 

wireless, but not both. It doesn't matter which interface you use, just make note of the IP 

address listed for one of the interfaces you are using in this menu, as it will be used to 

configure the Bottle server, and later to connect to your Pi with a web browser. 
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Step #6 
The next step will be to create a web server program in Python using bottle. Open up 

Thonny and save a new program under the name web_test.py. Once this file is 

created, add the following lines of code to the file: 

from bottle import route, run 
 
@route('/') 
def home(): 
    return ''' 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <body> 
    <p>Hello World!</p> 
    </body> 
</html> 
''' 
 
run(host='your_ip_address', port=8080) 

 

This code will import the methods named route and run from the bottle module. A 

route will be configured for the home page located at /. The page consists of the 

HTML code required to print Hello World! on a web page. The run command will start 

the server using the specified IP address and port number 8080. Be sure to replace 

your_ip_address with the IP address that you located in Step # 5. 
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Step #7 
The last step will be to start the bottle web server. Start the server by using the Run 

button in Thonny. The console will display information about the server that you're 

starting up: 

 

 

 

Now that the server is up and running, use another device on your home network to 

access the web server on your Raspberry Pi. Open a browser on another device 

connected to your home network and type the IP address and port number of the server 

into your browser separated by a colon. For the example above, the address would be: 

10.0.0.169:8080 

 

Going to this address from another device on the network will result in a very simple 

web page being displayed: 

 
Hello World! 
 

 

If your web page does not look like this, double-check your code with Step #6 and 

confirm that you are using the correct IP address on both the run line of the program, 

as well as that same IP address when accessing from another device. 
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Here is table with some examples of IP addresses, the run code, and the address to 

use when accessing your Pi from another device: 

Raspberry Pi 
IP Address 

Run Code URL for Accessing Server 
from Another Device 

10.0.0.169 run(host='10.0.0.169', port=8080) 10.0.0.169:8080 

192.168.1.200 run(host='192.168.1.200', port=8080) 192.168.1.200:8080 

10.1.1.16 run(host='10.1.1.16', port=8080) 10.1.1.16:8080 

 

Ensure that you can connect to your web page before proceeding, as this program will 

be used as a base for the next activity. 
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In this activity, you will modify the program that you built in Activity #1 to include code 

that will allow for control of the red element of the RGB LED. 

 

Step #1 
The first step will be to create a new copy of web_test.py to use as a base for our new 

program. This will leave web_test.py unmodified so it can be used as a base for new 

programs in the future. With web_test.py open in Thonny, use Save As to save a new 

copy of the program and name it web_rgb_red.py. 

 

 

Step #2 
The first modification to the program will be to import the RPi.GPIO module so you can 

use it to control the red element of the RGB LED. Import the RPi.GPIO module just 

below the import of bottle. The new line has been highlighted below: 

from bottle import route, run 
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
 
@route('/') 
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Step #3 
The next change will be to set the GPIO pin mode to BCM and configure GPIO13 as an 

output. Add the highlighted lines below to your program, just below the import section: 

from bottle import route, run 
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
 
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 
GPIO.setup(13, GPIO.OUT) 
 
@route('/') 

 

 

Step #4 
The only route currently defined in our web server file is the home route located at /. 

You will need to define some new routes for turning GPIO13 on and off. Add the 

highlighted routes below to your program between the existing home route and the run 

command: 

</html> 
''' 
 
@route('/red_on') 
def red_on(): 
    GPIO.output(13, GPIO.HIGH) 
    return "Red On" 
 
@route('/red_off') 
def red_off(): 
    GPIO.output(13, GPIO.LOW) 
    return "Red" 
 
run(host='your_ip_address', port=8080) 

 

The route named /red_on will push GPIO13 high and print the words Red On in the web 

browser. The route named /red_off will pull GPIO13 low and print the words Red Off 

in the web browser. 
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Step #5 
The routes to turn the LED on and off are set, and they can be accessed by going to 

/red_on and /red_off when the server is running, but you can modify the home page 

to include clickable links to these pages. Modify the HTML code for the home page to 

give you the web page layout below: 

RGB LED 
Click the links below to change the LED color 

Red On 

Red Off 

 

The underlines indicate that this text is a link that can be clicked on in a web browser. 

The Red On text will link to /red_on and the Red Off text will link to /red_off. 

Change the code inside of the body tags of the home route to the highlighted block of 

code below: 

@route('/') 
def home(): 
    return ''' 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <body> 
        <h1>RGB LED</h1> 
        <p>Click the links below to change the LED color</p> 
        <a href="/red_on">Red On</a> 
        <br> 
        <br> 
        <a href="/red_off">Red Off</a> 
    </body> 
</html> 
''' 

 

The <h1> tag will make the heading larger than the rest of the text on the page, and the 

<br> tags will add carriage returns between the links. 
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Step #6 
Press the Run button in Thonny and access your_ip_address:8080 using the web 

browser on another device connected to your home network. Make sure to use the IP 

address of your Raspberry Pi in place of your_ip_adddress. If you still have this page 

open from Activity #1, a quick refresh or reload in the browser will load the updated 

HTML content. Your web page should look like this: 

RGB LED 
Click the links below to change the LED color 

Red On 

Red Off 

 

Clicking on the Red On or Red Off links will turn the red element of the RGB LED on 

and off. After clicking one of the links, use the back button in your browser to return to 

the home page. Use the Stop button in Thonny to stop the program when you're done 

testing. 

You will notice that you don't yet have any GPIO cleanup code in this program, so you 

will receive GPIO errors after running this program since it's not cleaning up the GPIO 

pins. You will add the ability to run a GPIO cleanup in Activity #3. 
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If you're program does not behave as expected, double-check that it matches the full 

program below: 

from bottle import route, run 
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
 
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 
GPIO.setup(13, GPIO.OUT) 
 
@route('/') 
def home(): 
    return ''' 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <body> 
        <h1>RGB LED</h1> 
        <p>Click the links below to change the LED color</p> 
        <a href="/red_on">Red On</a> 
        <br> 
        <br> 
        <a href="/red_off">Red Off</a> 
    </body> 
</html> 
''' 
 
@route('/red_on') 
def red_on(): 
    GPIO.output(13, GPIO.HIGH) 
    return "Red On" 
 
@route('/red_off') 
def red_off(): 
    GPIO.output(13, GPIO.LOW) 
    return "Red Off" 
 
run(host='your_ip_address', port=8080) 

 

This program will be used as a base for the next activity, so do not procced to the next 

activity until your program is working as expected. 
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In this activity, you will modify the program that you built in Activity #2 to add the green 

and blue elements of the RGB LED. The HTML code will be modified to include links for 

red, green, blue and GPIO cleanup: 

Red – turns the red element on and the other elements off 

Green – turns the green element on and the other elements off 

Blue – turns the blue element on and the other elements off 

GPIO Cleanup – resets all GPIO pins back to default state (server will need to be reset 

after clicking this link) 

 

Step #1 
The first step will be to create a new copy of web_rgb_red.py to use as a base for your 

new program. This will leave web_rgb_red.py unmodified so it can be used as a base 

for new programs in the future. With web_rgb_red.py open in Thonny, use Save As to 

save a new copy of the program and name it web_rgb_all.py. 
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Step #2 
The first modification will be to add some variables that will hold the pin numbers for 

each color. This will help to keep the program more organized. You will use the same 

variable name and pin assignments as previous programs that have interacted with the 

RGB LED: 

• red = 13 

• green = 19 

• blue = 26 

 

Add the highlighted block below to your program, just below the import block: 

from bottle import route, run 
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
 
red = 13 
green = 19 
blue = 26 
 
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 

 

 

Step #3 
The first modification will be to configure all of the GPIO lines connected to the RGB 

LED as outputs. You can use the color names that were configured in the last step. 

Change the first setup line to use red instead of 13 and add lines for green and blue 

below that: 

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 
GPIO.setup(red, GPIO.OUT) 
GPIO.setup(green, GPIO.OUT) 
GPIO.setup(blue, GPIO.OUT) 
 
@route('/') 
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Step #4 
Since you will be updating all three elements of the RGB LED, it will be useful to have a 

function that can update all three elements from one line of code in the main program. 

This is the same function you've used in earlier programs. Add the highlighted lines of 

code below to you program, just after the GPIO setup block: 

GPIO.setup(blue, GPIO.OUT) 
 
def led_update(red_value,green_value,blue_value): 
    GPIO.output(red, red_value) 
    GPIO.output(green, green_value) 
    GPIO.output(blue, blue_value) 
 
@route('/') 

 

This function will be called with the high or low values for the red, green, and blue 

elements, in that order. Here is the output table for the RGB LED: 

Function Call Red Element Green Element Blue Element 

led_update(1,0,0) On Off Off 

led_update(0,1,0) Off On Off 

led_update(0,0,1) Off Off On 

led_update(0,0,0) Off Off Off 

 

This will greatly simplify the code needed to change the state of LED elements later in 

the routes. 
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Step #5 
You will now be modifying the HTML code on the home page to include links for green, 

blue, and GPIO cleanup. The GPIO cleanup link will help you to avoid a lot of GPIO 

errors from being displayed whenever you restart the server or run another program that 

needs to use GPIO pins. 

You will be removing the /red_off link and adding the new links mentioned above. 

Make the following, highlighted changes to your HTML code in the / route: 

@route('/') 
def home(): 
    return ''' 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <body> 
    <h1>RGB LED</h1> 
    <p>Click the links below to change the LED color</p> 
    <a href="/red_on">Red</a> 
    <br> 
    <a href="/green_on">Green</a> 
    <br> 
    <a href="/blue_on">Blue</a> 
    <br> 
    <br> 
    <a href="/cleanup">GPIO Cleanup</a> 
    </body> 
</html> 
''' 
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Step #6 
The /red_on route is currently only turning on the red element of the RGB LED. This 

route will need to be modified to include the ability to turn the green and blue elements 

off using the led_update() function that you created earlier. The /red_off route will 

no longer be needed so it will also be removed in this step. 

Remove the existing GPIO.output command from the /red_on route and replace it with 

a call to the update_led() function that will pass values of 1, 0, and 0 for the status of 

the red, green, and blue RGB LED elements. Also, remove the route and function for 

/red_off as they will no longer be needed: 

@route('/red_on') 
def red_on(): 
    led_update(1,0,0) 
    return "Red On" 
 
run(host='your_ip_address', port=8080) 
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Step #7 
Next, you will duplicate the /red_on route and function, but for the green and blue 

elements. The /green_on route will turn on the green RGB LED element and the 

/blue_on route will turn on the blue RGB LED element. Add the following highlighted 

routes to your program just after the /red_on route: 

@route('/red_on') 
def red_on(): 
    led_update(1,0,0) 
    return "Red On" 
 
@route('/green_on') 
def green_on(): 
    led_update(0,1,0) 
    return "Green On" 
 
@route('/blue_on') 
def blue_on(): 
    led_update(0,0,1) 
    return "Blue On" 
 
run(host='your_ip_address', port=8080) 
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Step #8 
The last program modification will be to add a /cleanup route that will turn all RGB LED 

elements off, as well as run a GPIO.cleanup() function. The message GPIO Cleanup 

Completed will also be printed to the console, letting the user know that the cleanup has 

been completed. 

Add the following highlighted route to your program, between the /blue_on route and 

the run command: 

@route('/blue_on') 
def blue_on(): 
    led_update(0,0,1) 
    return "Blue On" 
 
@route('/cleanup') 
def cleanup(): 
    led_update(0,0,0) 
    GPIO.cleanup() 
    return "GPIO Cleanup Completed" 
 
run(host='your_ip_address', port=8080) 
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Step #9 
Press the Run button in Thonny and access your_ip_address:8080 using the web 

browser on another device connected to your home network. Be sure to use the IP 

address of your Raspberry Pi in place of your_ip_address. If you still have this page 

open from Activity #2, a quick refresh or reload in the browser will load the updated 

HTML content. Your web page should look like this: 

RGB LED 
Click the links below to change the LED color 

Red On 

Green On 

Blue On 

GPIO Cleanup 

 

Clicking on the Red On, Green On, or Blue On links will turn on that RGB LED element. 

After clicking one of the links, use the back button in your browser to return to the home 

page. When you're done changing the color of the LED, use the GPIO Cleanup link to 

set the GPIO pins back to their default state before using the Stop button in Thonny to 

stop the server. 
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If you're program does not behave as expected, double-check that it matches the full 

program below: 

from bottle import route, run 
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
 
red = 13 
green = 19 
blue = 26 
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 
GPIO.setup(red, GPIO.OUT) 
GPIO.setup(green, GPIO.OUT) 
GPIO.setup(blue, GPIO.OUT) 
 
def led_update(red_value,green_value,blue_value): 
    GPIO.output(red, red_value) 
    GPIO.output(green, green_value) 
    GPIO.output(blue, blue_value) 
 
@route('/') 
def home(): 
    return ''' 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <body> 
    <h1>RGB LED</h1> 
    <p>Click the links below to change the LED color</p> 
    <a href="/red_on">Red</a> 
    <br> 
    <a href="/green_on">Green</a> 
    <br> 
    <a href="/blue_on">Blue</a> 
    <br> 
    <br> 
    <a href="/cleanup">GPIO Cleanup</a> 
    </body> 
</html> 
''' 
 
@route('/red_on') 
def red_on(): 
    led_update(1,0,0) 
    return "Red On" 
 
@route('/green_on') 
def green_on(): 
    led_update(0,1,0) 
    return "Green On" 
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@route('/blue_on') 
def blue_on(): 
    led_update(0,0,1) 
    return "Blue On" 
 
@route('/cleanup') 
def cleanup(): 
    led_update(0,0,0) 
    GPIO.cleanup() 
    return "GPIO Cleanup Completed" 
 
run(host='your_ip_address', port=8080) 
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1. Can multiple servers on a device be assigned to the same port?  

 

2. What web address would be used to access a server running on port 8042 of a 

device located at IP address 192.168.1.42? 

 

3. If you used the command pip install bottle to install the bottle web server 

package, will this package be available to Python 3 programs that you create in 

Thonny? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers Can be Found on the Next Page 
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Answers 

1. Can multiple servers on a device be assigned to the same port?  

ANSWER: No. The port number is used to identify the server that will respond to a 

request on a specific port. Attempting to assign multiple servers to the same port will 

result in errors because both servers will be trying to respond to requests using that 

port. 

 

2. What address would be used to access a server running on port 8042 of a 

device located at IP address 192.168.1.42? 

ANSWER: The address 192.168.1.42:8042 would be used to access a server 

running on port 8042 of IP address 192.168.1.42.  

 

3. If you used the command pip install bottle to install the bottle web server 

package, will this package be available to Python 3 programs that you create 

in Thonny? 

ANSWER: No. Packages installed using pip will only be available in the Python 2 

environment. If a package is to be used in Python 3, the pip3 command must be 

used for installation. 
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LESSON C-18 
FINAL PROJECT: ALARM 

► Global and Local Variables (Lesson B-2) 

► Multithreaded Python Operations (Lesson B-12) 

► Using the Ultrasonic Range Sensor (Lesson B-14) 

► Working with the OLED Display (Lesson B-16) 

► Creating GUI Windows Using Tkinter (Lesson C-3) 

► Controlling the Pi Camera (Lesson C-12) 

❑ Audio Amplifier x1 

❑ Speaker x1 

❑ 1K-Ohm Resistors x2 

❑ Ultrasonic Range Sensor x1 

❑ USB Audio Adapter x1 

❑ Raspberry Pi connected to a 

monitor, keyboard, and mouse  

❑ Circuit from Lesson C-17, Activity #1 

including the RGB LED, OLED Display 

and Pushbutton Switch 

❑ Long Male-to-Male Jumper Wires x3 

❑ Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wires x8 

Lesson Overview 

► Required Files & Modules 

  

► User Interface Overview 

► Program Operations 

 

Materials Needed 

Concepts to Review 
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LESSON C-18 
FINAL PROJECT: ALARM 

In this lesson you will build an alarm system that can be used to monitor an area while 

you're away. The circuit and program for this system will combine parts and skills from 

Levels A, B, and C of this program. 

Due to the complexity of the circuit build and program required for this project, the 

teaching section of this lesson will be fairly limited. Instead, that section will be used to 

give a thorough explanation of the functionality that will be built into the project, how 

the components will interact, and how program elements will be used to control these 

components. 

Project Overview 

This system will detect the presence of someone near the Pi, which will trigger  

pre-programmed audio and video events. Here are the components in the circuit and 

how each will be used: 

• Ultrasonic Range Sensor – Used for detecting someone near the system. 

• Audio Amplifier and Speaker – Used for playing sounds when an object is 

detected. 

• Camera – Used for capturing and storing image when someone is detected. 

When captured, the image will be displayed in the GUI window. 

• OLED Display – Used for displaying armed/disarmed status and detection event 

details. 

• RGB LED – Used as visual indicator of armed/disarmed status. 
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User Interface Overview 

When the program is first launched, the user will see a Tkinter window containing a 

DISARMED image, an Arm button, a Disarm button, and a Quit button. The RGB LED 

will be green to reflect that the system is disarmed, and a DISARMED message on the 

OLED screen will reflect this as well. At this point the Ultrasonic sensor is not active. 

The user clicking on the Arm button will cause the Ultrasonic sensor to begin taking 

distance readings. The RGB LED will change to red and the OLED display will show 

the message ARMED. The image displayed in the Tkinter window will be switched to 

one indicating the system is now armed and that there are no captured images to 

display. 

If the system is armed, the alarm will be triggered any time an object comes within 50 

centimeters of the Ultrasonic sensor. Once triggered, these events will occur: 

• Display ALARM along with the current timestamp on the OLED display 

• Play a pre-recorded sound file through the speaker 

• Turn on the camera and capture an image 

• Save the image in the /home/pi/

Pictures/captures folder 

• Display the captured image in the GUI 

window 

 

After the trigger event is complete, the 

system will remain armed, and can once 

again be triggered by an object being within 

range of the Ultrasonic sensor. 

 

This may look like a lot of things to be working with in one project, but the circuits and 

software that will be used with these components will be borrowed from previous 

lessons. The Ultrasonic sensor, for example, will be using the same software module 

that you used for the final project in Level B. The audio portion will use the same wiring 

and commands as Lesson C-6. The camera capture and display software will just be a 

slightly modified version of the Tkinter program that you created in Lesson C-12. The 

OLED display and RGB LED software will also be very similar to programs you've 

created to interface with those parts in the past. 

Helpful Tip: 

The value of 50 centimeters for the 

trigger range was arbitrarily 

selected as a reasonable value for 

triggering the alarm. This distance 

can easily be adjusted to your 

liking once the program is built. 
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Program Operations 

The GUI window of this program will run just like the camera image capture program 

you build in Lesson C-12. One big difference between that program and this one is that 

functions that were launched did not loop. When you pressed the button, a function 

would run that would capture the image, display it in the window, and return control 

back to the window. 

That works great when the function you called doesn't loop but imagine what happens 

when you call a function that checks the range of the Ultrasonic sensor, over and over. 

The program will call that function, start checking the range, and never stop. This 

means that the GUI window is now unresponsive as the program is now only looping 

through the range checking function. 

This can be solved by launching the function as a new thread like you did with the 

status LED of the RFID reader program in Lesson B-12. The LED flashing thread was 

launched and ran in parallel with the main program, so the LED flash timing did not 

delay the rest of the program. The same concept will be used in this program with the 

Ultrasonic sensor. The Ultrasonic sensor range checking function will be launched as a 

new thread whenever the system is armed. A while condition in this function will check 

the current status of a variable named armed each time the function loops. If the 

system is disarmed, the value of armed will no longer satisfy the while condition in the 

thread, and the range checking thread will end. 
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Required Files and Modules 

This program will rely on some additional files to accomplish all of the tasks above: 

The Adafruit_Python_SSD1306 module for driving the OLED display. This was 

installed onto your Pi in Lesson B-16. 

The ultrasonic.py file from Lesson B-18 will be used as an imported module to 

obtain ranges from the Ultrasonic range sensor. 

The ARMED and DISARMED placeholder images for the GUI window will be 

downloaded from the 42 Electronics Level C GitHub repository during the Activities 

section of this lesson. 

A sound file that will be played when an alarm event is triggered. You will record a file 

to use for this purpose during the Activities section of this lesson. 

A new folder will be created at /home/pi/Pictures/captures that will store the 

captured images. Another new folder named /home/pi/alarm will be created that will 

hold the ARMED and DISARMED images for the GUI window, the sound file, the 

ultrasonic.py module file, and the main program. These folders will be created later in 

the Activities section. 
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In this activity you will modify the breadboard circuit from Lesson C-17, Activity #1 by 

removing the pushbutton switch, and adding both the audio amplifier with speaker, and 

the Ultrasonic sensor. 

 

Step #1 
First, ensure the Raspberry Pi is safely powered off. Once the Pi is off, remove the 

following from the circuit: 

• Pushbutton switch 

• 10K-Ohm resistor 

• Three jumper wires attached to the switch 

Once these modifications are made, your breadboard will still contain the RGB LED, the 

OLED display, and associated their associated components: 
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Step #2 
The Ultrasonic sensor and the audio amplifier will both need access to 5V power and 

ground, so let's make those available on the P2 and N2 power rails. Insert two short 

jumper wires between the breadboard locations below: 

5V – Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between J1 and P2-3 

GND - Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between J3 and N2-3 
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Step #3 
Next, you will install the power wiring for the audio amplifier which requires a single 5V 

connection and two ground connections: Insert three short jumper wires into the 

following locations: 

5V - Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between P2-33 and E46 

GND - Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between N2-33 and E45 

GND - Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between N2-34 and E48 
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Step #4 
The audio amplifier needs one more connection and that's an audio input source from 

the Pi. Just like in Lesson 6, you will be using GPIO18 for sending audio to the amplifier. 

Use one long jumper wire to connect the following points: 

Audio signal - Long Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between J6 and E49 
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Step #5 
The final step for the audio components will be to add the audio amplifier and speaker. 

Add the amplifier to the breadboard in the locations shown below: 

Audio Amplifier – between pins C45 through C49, with Ground in C45 and A+ in C49 

 

 

 

If the speaker is no longer attached to the amplifier, use the small, flat screwdriver to 

reconnect the speaker to the terminal block of the amplifier. For more information on 

this procedure you can reference Lesson 6 where the speaker and amplifier were first 

connected. 
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Step #6 
The last component that will be added to the circuit is the Ultrasonic sensor. In this step 

you will add input power, ground, and the trigger connection for the Ultrasonic sensor. 

Make the following connections below on your breadboard: 

5V - Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between P2-61 and H53 

GND - Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between N2-39 and H50 

GPIO20 - Long Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between J19 and H52 
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Step #7 
The Echo output of the Ultrasonic sensor is not safe to connect directly to a GPIO pin, 

so you will run the output through a voltage divider made up of two 1K-Ohm resistors 

that will cut the output voltage in half. Add two jumper wires and two 1K-Ohm resistors 

to the locations specified below: 

GPIO21 - Long Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between J20 and H55 

GND - Short Male-to-Male Jumper Wire – between N2-61 and F59 

1K-Ohm Resistor - between G55 and G59 

1K-Ohm Resistor - between F51 and F55 
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Step #8 
The last circuit modification will be to add the Ultrasonic sensor. Insert the Ultrasonic 

sensor into the breadboard holes below: 

Ultrasonic Sensor – between J50 and J53, with the emitter/receiver portion of the 

sensor pointing away from the breadboard. 

 

 

 

 

Step #9 
Double-check all the wiring with the image in the last step to ensure there are no 

connection or placement errors in your circuit. If everything looks correct, plug the USB 

audio device and power on the Raspberry Pi. The USB audio device will be used to 

record a sound file in the next activity. 
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In this activity you will create two folders and populate them with the files needed for the 

final program to function. The folder /home/pi/Pictures/captures will be used to 

hold all images that are captured by the alarm program. The folder /home/pi/alarm will 

used to hold program files. 

 

Step #1 
The first step will be to create the captures directory inside the /home/pi/Pictures 

folder. Open a Terminal window and enter the following command: 

cd Pictures 

 

Since you're already located in /home/pi, this command will move you into the 

Pictures folder. Use the following command to create the new captures directory: 

mkdir captures 

 

The captures directory will be created inside the Pictures folder. 
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Step #2 
The next step will be to create a folder named alarm inside the /home/pi directory. 

Change your location back to the /home/pi directory with the following command: 

cd ~ 

 

Now that you're back in the /home/pi directory, create the alarm folder with the 

following command: 

mkdir alarm 

 

Change into the new alarm folder by using this command: 

cd alarm 
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Step #3 
Now that the alarm folder has been created, and you're in that location in the CLI, it's 

time to start getting the files you need into that folder. 

First, download the two image files named armed.png and disarmed.png from the 42 

Electronics Level C GitHub repository. 

Please note that the next two commands won't fit on a single line, but each one should 

be entered as one continuous command in Terminal: 

Download armed.png with the following command: 

curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/42electronics/level_c/master/lesson_18/armed.png > 
armed.png 

 

Download disarmed.png with the following command: 

curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/42electronics/level_c/master/lesson_18/disarmed.png > 
disarmed.png 

 

Run the ls -l command to make sure the file sizes are 6201 for armed.png and 4233 

for disarmed.png: 

 

 

 

If the file sizes are below 20, there was most likely a typo in your curl command and the 

file was created but is empty. If this is the case, rerun the command for the incorrect file, 

ensuring that the command matches those above exactly, and the good file will 

overwrite the bad version. Use ls -l again to confirm your file sizes match those above 

before proceeding. 
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Step #4 
In addition to the image files you just downloaded, you will also need the ultrasonic.py 

that you used for the final project in Level B. This file may still be on your Desktop, but 

since that was many lessons ago, there is a copy hosted in the same GitHub folder. Use 

the command below in your existing Terminal window to download the file: 

curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/42electronics/level_c/master/lesson_18/ultrasonic.py > 
ultrasonic.py 

 

Confirm your command downloaded the file properly by running another ls -l 

command to confirm the downloaded file size is 2035: 

 

 

 

If the file size does not match, run the command again, double-checking for any typing 

errors. Once you've confirmed the file size is 2035, proceed to the next step. 
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Step #5 
The last piece you need is the audio file that will be played when a detection event 

occurs. While you could use your recorded voice file from Lesson 6, it might be more 

interesting to record a file that relates more directly to an alarm event. This sound will be 

played whenever the alarm is triggered, so a sound like "Warning" or “Step Away" would 

be more applicable, but the choice is up to you. 

You will be using the same Terminal commands from Lesson 6 to record a new file. 

Record a new file called alarm.wav by using the following command. Remember to use 

CTRL-C to stop the recording: 

arecord --device=hw:1,0 --format S16_LE --rate 48000 -c1 alarm.wav 

 

Make sure you're happy with the recording by playing back the file with the following 

commands. First, configure GPIO18 to output audio: 

gpio -g mode 18 ALT5" 

 

Next, play the new recording with this command: 

aplay alarm.wav 

 

If you're not happy with the recording, use the arecord command again to record over 

the existing alarm.wav file, and use the aplay command to listen to your file. Once 

you're happy with the recording, use the following command to return GPIO18 to an 

input state: 

gpio -g mode 18 in 

 

You now have all the files that will be needed by the program. 
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In this activity you will create the program for the alarm project. This program will be 

made using blocks of code from many previous lessons and programs. Since the 

functionality of each of these blocks were covered in previous lessons, this lesson won’t 

go through every piece of code in each block, Instead, some steps will direct you to the 

lesson that contains more information about that block of code, which you can use for 

further reference if needed. 

 

Step #1 
The first step will be to create a new program in Thonny. This program must be located 

in the /home/pi/alarm folder so it will have access to the files that you've previously 

prepared. 

Open Thonny and create a new program. Use the File > Save As menu to save the file 

as alarm.py in the /home/pi/alarm directory. Make sure to use the navigation bar 

beneath the file name to save alarm.py in the proper directory: 
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Step #2 
The first block of the program will be the imports. There are quite a few since you are 

working with GPIO pins, the OLED display, Tkinter, os commands, the Ultrasonic 

sensor, and others. 

Add this block to the beginning of your program: 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
import Adafruit_SSD1306 
from tkinter import * 
from PIL import Image, ImageDraw, ImageFont 
import time, os, ultrasonic, _thread 

 

 

Step #3 
Next, you will set up some variables to hold values that will be used throughout the 

program: 

red – This variable will hold the pin number of the red RGB element, or 13. 

green – This variable will hold the pin number of the green RGB element, or 19. 

sensitivity – This variable will hold the value in centimeters that will trigger an alarm 

event. This will initially be 50 but can easily be changed later. 

armed – This variable will hold a 0 or 1, 0 indicates a disarmed state and 0 indicates an 

armed state. 

Set up these variables by adding the highlighted block below to the end of your 

program: 

import time, os, ultrasonic, _thread 
 
red = 13 
green = 19 
sensitivity = 50 
armed = 0 
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Step #4 
Since this program will interact with GPIO pins, the pin numbering mode must be 

declared, and red and green pins must be configured as outputs. Add the highlighted 

block of code below to the end of your program: 

armed = 0 
 
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 
GPIO.setup(red, GPIO.OUT) 
GPIO.setup(green, GPIO.OUT) 

 

 

Step #5 
It's now time for some the setup code required for the OLED display. This block of code 

is pulled directly from Lesson B-16. The only adjustment that's been made to the code is 

that the size of the font has been adjusted to 24 because we're displaying less text on 

the screen, so the characters can be larger. 

Add the highlighted block of code below to the end of your program: 

GPIO.setup(green, GPIO.OUT) 
 
disp = Adafruit_SSD1306.SSD1306_128_64(rst=None) 
disp.begin() 
width = disp.width 
height = disp.height 
image = Image.new('1', (width, height)) 
draw = ImageDraw.Draw(image) 
font = 
ImageFont.truetype('/usr/share/fonts/truetype/freefont/FreeSans.ttf',24) 
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Step #6 
Since you will be using Tkinter to build a GUI window to display captured images and 

the arm/disarm buttons, you will need an alias to use for referring to the window. You 

will use root for the Tkinter alias. and you will also use this section to assign a window 

title of Alarm System. Add the following highlighted block of code to the end of your 

program: 

font = ImageFont.truetype('/usr/share/fonts/truetype/freefont/FreeSans.ttf',24) 
 
root = Tk() 
root.title('Alarm System') 

 

For more information on these commands you can refer back to Lessons C-3 and C-12. 

 

 

Step #7 
The next block will be a function that contains the commands required to play your pre-

recorded sound file through the amplifier and speaker connected to GPIO18. This code 

is very similar to the code used in Lesson C-6, except now it will run inside of a function 

named audio_alert() and it will play a file named alarm.wav. Add the highlighted 

block of code below to the end of your program: 

root.title('Alarm System') 
 
def audio_alert(): 
    os.system("gpio -g mode 18 ALT5") 
    os.system("aplay /home/pi/alarm/alarm.wav") 
    os.system("gpio -g mode 18 in") 
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Step #8 
The next function will update the red and green elements of the RGB LED. This is the 

same function that you've used in many other programs, except that blue has been 

removed since it will not be used in this program. Add the highlighted block of code 

below to the end of your program: 

    os.system("gpio -g mode 18 in") 
     
def led_update(red_value,green_value): 
    GPIO.output(red, red_value) 
    GPIO.output(green, green_value) 

 

Since blue has been removed from this function, the red and green values are all that 

need to be specified when calling the function: 

• led_update(1,0) red on and green off 

• led_update(0,1) red off and green on 

• led_update(0,0) red off and green off 
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Step #9 
The function you will add in this step will update the contents of the OLED display. This 

version is slightly different than the function you've used in the past, as line1 and 

line2 have been added as attributes. This works just like the led_update() function  

that allows you to specify whether an LED element is on or off by sending a 0 or 1 for 

that position. The same can be done with the lines on the display. By sending two 

strings when calling this function, those strings can be displayed on the OLED. The 

content in line1 will be displayed at Y position 0 of the screen and line2 will be 

displayed at Y position 22. 

Add the highlighted block of code below to the end of your program: 

    GPIO.output(green, green_value) 
     
def display_update(line1,line2): 
    draw.rectangle((0,0,width,height), outline=0, fill=0) 
    draw.text((0, 0), line1, font=font, fill=255) 
    draw.text((0, 22), line2, font=font, fill=255) 
    disp.image(image) 
    disp.display() 

 

For more information on displaying information on the OLED display, please refer to 

Lesson B-16. 
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Step #10 
This next function comes directly from Lesson C-12 where photos were captured and 

displayed in a Tkinter window. The only modification to this function is the folder where 

captured images will be stored. In this alarm program, the images will now be stored in 

the /home/pi/Pictures/captures folder. 

Add the highlighted block of code below to the end of your program: 

    disp.display() 
 
def update(): 
    global img 
    timestamp = (time.strftime('%Y-%m-%d_%H:%M:%S')) 
    img_file = ('/home/pi/Pictures/captures/%s.png' % timestamp) 
    os.system('raspistill -o %s -e png -w 640 -h 480 -t 1500' % img_file) 
    print('Image saved as %s' % img_file) 
    img = PhotoImage(file='%s' % img_file) 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 

 

For more information on this image capture function, please refer to Lesson C-12. 
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Step #11 
This next function named proximity() will keep monitoring the distance from the 

Ultrasonic sensor as long as the value of armed equals 1. Once armed equals 0, looping 

will stop, and the function will end. 

While armed, if the distance falls below the sensitivity value (50cm), the OLED 

screen will be updated with an ALARM message with the current time, the 

audio_alert() function will be launched to play the sound, and a function named 

update() will be called to capture an image. A time.sleep of 0.1 is added to free up 

system resources between distance checks. 

Add the highlighted code below to the end of your program: 

    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
 
def proximity(): 
    while armed == 1: 
        distance = ultrasonic.average() 
        if distance < sensitivity: 
            timestamp = time.strftime('%H:%M:%S') 
            display_update('ALARM at ', timestamp) 
            _thread.start_new_thread(audio_alert, ()) 
            update() 
        time.sleep(0.1) 

 

The ultrasonic code was used in Lesson B-14, and the timestamp and new_thread 

code were both used in Lesson B-12. 
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Step #12 
This function will define what action will occur when the system is armed by clicking a 

button in the Tkinter window. Here is a full list of the actions that will occur in this 

function: 

1. The armed and img variables are pushed to the global scope. 

2. The value of armed is updated to 1. 

3. The led_update function is called with arguments to turn the LED red. 

4. The value of img is updated to the armed.png image so it can be displayed in the 

Tkinter window at grid location row 0, column 0. 

5. The OLED display is updated with ARMED for line1. 

6. The proximity() function is launched as a new thread and will start monitoring 

the distances returned from the Ultrasonic sensor. 

 

Add the highlighted code below to the end of your program: 

        time.sleep(0.1) 
 
def arm(): 
    global armed 
    global img 
    armed = 1 
    led_update(1,0) 
    img = PhotoImage(file='/home/pi/alarm/armed.png') 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
    display_update('ARMED','') 
    _thread.start_new_thread(proximity, ()) 
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Step #13 
This next function will define what action will occur when the system is disarmed by 

clicking a button in the Tkinter window. Here is a full list of the actions that will occur in 

this function: 

1. The armed and img variables are pushed to the global scope. 

2. The value of armed is updated to 0. 

3. The led_update function is called with arguments to turn the LED green. 

4. The value of img is updated to the disarmed.png image so it can be displayed in 

the Tkinter window at grid location row 0, column 0. 

5. The OLED display is updated with DISARMED for line1. 

 

Add the highlighted code below to the end of your program: 

    _thread.start_new_thread(proximity, ()) 
 
def disarm(): 
    global armed 
    global img 
    armed = 0 
    led_update(0,1) 
    img = PhotoImage(file='/home/pi/alarm/disarmed.png') 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
    display_update('DISARMED','') 
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Step #14 
This function will define the action that will occur when the Quit button is pressed in the 

Tkinter window. This function will raise SystemExit so the except: code at the bottom 

of the program can clean everything up before exiting the program (the except: block 

will be added later). 

Add the highlighted code below to the end of your program: 

    display_update('DISARMED','') 
 
def quit(): 
    raise SystemExit() 
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Step #15 
The functions have all been defined and now it's time for the main program block. Here 

are the actions that will be happening on the try: block of this program: 

1. Run the disarm() function to get the RGB LED, OLED display, and the Tkinter 

window image in the proper state. 

2. Place the image held by img into the Tkinter window at grid location row 0, 

column 0.  

3. Place the Arm button into the Tkinter window at grid location row 0, column 1.  

4. Place the Disarm button into the Tkinter window at grid location row 0, column 2.  

5. Place the Quit button into the Tkinter window at grid location row 0, column 2. 

6. Specify that the X close button in the Tkinter window will run the quit() function 

when clicked. 

7. Start the Tkinter window named root with the mainloop() command. 

 

Add the highlighted code below to the end of your program: 

    raise SystemExit() 
 
try: 
    disarm() 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
    Button(root, text="Arm", command=arm, width=5).grid(row=1, column=0) 
    Button(root, text="Disarm", command=disarm, width=5).grid(row=2, column=0) 
    Button(root, text="Quit", command=quit, width=5).grid(row=3, column=0) 
    root.protocol("WM_DELETE_WINDOW", quit) 
    root.mainloop() 

 

Tkinter window operations were covered in Lessons C-3 and C-12. Please refer to 

those lessons for questions regarding the commands in the block of code above. 
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Step #16 
The last block of the program will specify the actions that will happen when a 

KeyboardInterrupt is encountered or a SystemExit is raised. Here is the list of 

actions that will take place if one of these exceptions occurs: 

1. The led_update function is called with arguments to turn both LED elements off. 

2. The window named root is destroyed. 

3. The text being shown on the OLED display is cleared. 

4. A GPIO.cleanup() will return all GPIO pins back to their default state. 

 

Add the highlighted code below to the end of your program: 

    root.mainloop() 
 
except (KeyboardInterrupt, SystemExit): 
    led_update(0,0) 
    root.destroy() 
    disp.clear() 
    disp.display() 
    GPIO.cleanup() 

 

Lesson B-16 has additional information about the disp.clear() and disp.display() 

lines of code used above. 
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Step #17 
The program is now complete and ready to run. Run the program in Thonny and the 

GUI window will display the DISARMED image along with the Arm, Disarm, and Quit 

buttons. 

Click the Arm button and the system will display the ARMED image, the LED will turn 

red, and the OLED will indicate the system is armed. 

Wave your hand within 50 centimeters of the Ultrasonic sensor and the system will be 

triggered. The OLED display will show time of the alarm event, your pre-recorded sound 

file will play through the speaker, and the camera will capture an image, store the image 

in /home/pi/Pictures/alarm, and display the image inside the Tkinter window. 

The system will remain armed after a capture. Placing your hand in front of the 

Ultrasonic sensor will result in the OLED alert being updated, the audio file playing 

again, and another image being captured, stored, and displayed. 

When you're done capturing images, you can use the Disarm button to disarm the 

system or use the Quit button to quit the program. You can review any images that were 

captured by the alarm system using File Manager to browse the contents of 

/home/pi/Pictures/alarm. 
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Step #18 – Troubleshooting as Needed 
If the program does not work as expected, try to narrow the problem down to one area: 

If the Ultrasonic sensor is not reacting to objects in front of it, run the ultrasonic.py 

program from Lesson B-14 to determine if it's wired properly. If it gets ranges using that 

program, then check the contents of the proximity() function as an error in that code 

could keep close objects from triggering alarm events. 

If a button in the program window is not behaving as expected, check that the button is 

calling the right function, and that the function it's calling contains the correct code. 

The full contents of this program will be posted below, but if you're still having trouble 

getting your program running, you can download a copy of the program from the 42 

Electronics Level C GitHub repository by running the following command in the CLI: 

curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/42electronics/level_c/master/lesson_18/alarm.py > 
/home/pi/alarm/alarm42.py 

 

The downloaded file will be saved in your /home/pi/alarm directory, but the new file 

will be named alarm42.py. This way you can view and run the file without overwriting 

your file in case you still might want to investigate what went wrong with your file. 
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Here is the full version of the program for you to compare against your program if 

needed: 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 
import Adafruit_SSD1306 
from tkinter import * 
from PIL import Image, ImageDraw, ImageFont 
import time, os, ultrasonic, _thread 
 
red = 13 
green = 19 
sensitivity = 50 
armed = 0 
 
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 
GPIO.setup(red, GPIO.OUT) 
GPIO.setup(green, GPIO.OUT) 
 
disp = Adafruit_SSD1306.SSD1306_128_64(rst=None) 
disp.begin() 
width = disp.width 
height = disp.height 
image = Image.new('1', (width, height)) 
draw = ImageDraw.Draw(image) 
font = ImageFont.truetype('/usr/share/fonts/truetype/freefont/FreeSans.ttf',24) 
 
root = Tk() 
root.title('Alarm System') 
 
def audio_alert(): 
    os.system("gpio -g mode 18 ALT5") 
    os.system("aplay /home/pi/alarm/alarm.wav") 
    os.system("gpio -g mode 18 in") 
     
def led_update(red_value,green_value): 
    GPIO.output(red, red_value) 
    GPIO.output(green, green_value) 
     
def display_update(line1,line2): 
    draw.rectangle((0,0,width,height), outline=0, fill=0) 
    draw.text((0, 0), line1, font=font, fill=255) 
    draw.text((0, 22), line2, font=font, fill=255) 
    disp.image(image) 
    disp.display() 
 
def update(): 
    global img 
    timestamp = (time.strftime('%Y-%m-%d_%H:%M:%S')) 
    img_file = ('/home/pi/Pictures/captures/%s.png' % timestamp) 
    os.system('raspistill -o %s -e png -w 640 -h 480 -t 1500' % img_file) 
    print('Image saved as %s' % img_file) 
    img = PhotoImage(file='%s' % img_file) 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
     
def proximity(): 
    while armed == 1: 
        distance = ultrasonic.average() 
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        if distance < sensitivity: 
            timestamp = time.strftime('%H:%M:%S') 
            display_update('ALARM at ', timestamp) 
            _thread.start_new_thread(audio_alert, ()) 
            update() 
        time.sleep(0.1) 
 
def arm(): 
    global armed 
    global img 
    armed = 1 
    led_update(1,0) 
    img = PhotoImage(file='/home/pi/alarm/armed.png') 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
    display_update('ARMED','') 
    _thread.start_new_thread(proximity, ()) 
 
def disarm(): 
    global armed 
    global img 
    armed = 0 
    led_update(0,1) 
    img = PhotoImage(file='/home/pi/alarm/disarmed.png') 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
    display_update('DISARMED','') 
 
def quit(): 
    raise SystemExit() 
 
try: 
    disarm() 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
    Button(root, text="Arm", command=arm, width=5).grid(row=1, column=0) 
    Button(root, text="Disarm", command=disarm, width=5).grid(row=2, column=0) 
    Button(root, text="Quit", command=quit, width=5).grid(row=3, column=0) 
    root.protocol("WM_DELETE_WINDOW", quit) 
    root.mainloop() 
 
except (KeyboardInterrupt, SystemExit): 
    led_update(0,0) 
    root.destroy() 
    disp.clear() 
    disp.display() 
    GPIO.cleanup() 
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1. Could a second sound file be played after the first?  

 

2. What value should be modified to make the alarm trigger at 100 centimeters instead 

of 50 centimeters? 

 

3. How could arm and disarm sounds be added to the program? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers Can be Found on the Next Page  
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Answers 

1. Could a second sound file be played after the first?  

ANSWER: Yes. By adding another os.system command right after the first, you 

could make the program play two sound files each time the alarm is triggered: 

    os.system("aplay /home/pi/alarm/alarm.wav") 
    os.system("aplay /home/pi/alarm/additional.wav 
    os.system("gpio -g mode 18 in") 

 

2. What value should be modified to make the alarm trigger at 100 centimeters 

instead of 50 centimeters? 

ANSWER: The sensitivity value determines the distance, in centimeters between the 

Ultrasonic sensor and an object that will trigger an alarm event. This distance could 

be changed to 100 centimeters by making the following change to line 9 of the 

program: 

sensitivity = 50 becomes  sensitivity = 100 
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3. How could arm and disarm sounds be added to the program? 

ANSWER: The simplest way to add arm and disarm sounds to the program would 

be to add the three lines needed to play a sound file directly to the arm() and 

disarm() functions. Here is an example of playing a sound file named 

disarmed.wav to the disarm() function: 

def disarm(): 
    global armed 
    global img 
    armed = 0 
    led_update(0,1) 
    img = PhotoImage(file='/home/pi/alarm/disarmed.png') 
    Label(root, image=img).grid(row=0, column=0) 
    display_update('DISARMED','') 
    os.system("gpio -g mode 18 ALT5") 
    os.system("aplay /home/pi/alarm/disarmed.wav") 
    os.system("gpio -g mode 18 in") 

 

Keep in mind that playing a long sound file using this method could cause delays 

in the program as this sound file is not being launched as a separate thread. 
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42 ELECTRONICS 

INTRO TO ROBOTICS LEVEL C   

Scope and Sequence 

 

Lesson 1 

 

Networking and Remote Access 

• Computer Networking 

o LAN vs. WAN 

o IP Addresses 

o Determining the Current IP Address of Your Raspberry Pi 

• Changing Your Password 

• Remote Access Methods 

o VNC Access 

o SSH Access 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Change Password and Determine IP Address 

o Activity #2: Remote Access Using Secure Shell (SSH) 

o Activity #3: VNC Viewer Installation and Connection 
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Lesson 2 

 

Infrared Remote Control 

• Infrared Communication 

o IR Remote Control Data 

o IR Remote Codes 

• The Socket Module 

• Bytes and Strings 

• Bash Scripts 

• Curl Command 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Building the RGB LED and Receiver Circuit 

o Activity #2: Installing the LIRC Package Software 

o Activity #3: Creating a Program to Control the RGB LED with the IR 

Remote 

 

Lesson 3 

 

Creating GUI Programs with Tkinter 

• Python Program Elements 

o Classes and Methods 

o Method Calls for Imported Modules 

o Simplifying Method Calls 

• The Tkinter Module 

o The TK Class 

o The Canvas Class 

o The Event Class 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Displaying Mouse Position 

o Activity #2: Displaying Keyboard Input 

o Activity #3: Controlling LED with Keyboard Presses 
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Lesson 4 

 

Transistors 

• Transistors 

o NPN Transistors 

o PNP Transistors 

o Identifying Transistors 

o Component Reference Designators 

o Transistor Specifications 

o Pulse Width Modulation with Transistors 

• Dual-Color LED 

• Resistance Values in Series and Parallel 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Driving an LED with a Transistor 

o Activity #2: Adding a Second Transistor and LED 

o Activity #3: Driving the Dual-Color LED 

 

Lesson 5 

 

Command Line Programs 

• Bash Programming 

o Bash Scripts 

o Creating a Bash Script 

o Running a Bash Script 

• Controlling GPIO Pins with WIRINGPI 

o Reading the Status of All Pins 

o Changing the Mode of a Pin 

o Changing the State of an Output Pin 

o Modifying the Duty Cycle of a PWM Pin 

o History of Commands Typed into the CLI 

• Making Programs Run at Startup 

o Modifying the /ETC/RC.LOCAL File 

o Stopping a Program that was Launched at Startup 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Creating a Bash Script 

o Activity #2: Controlling a GPIO Pin Using WIRINGPI 

o Activity #3: Adding a Program on Startup 

SAMPLE



 

Lesson 6 

 

Working with Audio 

• Amplifiers 

o Amplifier Gain 

o Distortion 

• The PAM8302 Amplifier 

• Audio Output Hardware 

o Raspberry Pi Audio Output Quality 

o USB Audio Output Devices 

o Audio on GPIO Pins 

• Audio Input Hardware 

o USB Audio Input Devices 

• Software Audio Functions 

o The ARECORD Command 

o The APLAY Command 

• The OS Module 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Adding the Amplifier and Speaker 

o Activity #2: Recording Audio Files 

o Activity #3: Playing Your Voice File with the IR Remote 
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Lesson 7 

 

Servo Motors 

• Servo Motors 

o Types of Servos 

o Servo Options 

o Keeping Servos Safe 

• Driving a Servo 

o Servo Drive Commands 

o Servo Drive Latency 

o Using Servos in Projects 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Adding the Servo and Testing 

o Activity #2: Controlling the Servo with Keyboard Input 

o Activity #3: Controlling the Servo with Your IR Remote 

 

Lesson 8 

 

Working with Data 

• Technical Terms 

o Dataset 

o Mutable vs. Immutable 

o Ordered vs. Unordered 

o Iterating 

• Dataset Characteristics 

o Lists 

o Tuples 

o Sets 

o Dictionaries 

• Mixed Datasets 

o Identifying Components of a Dataset 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Creating a Dataset 

o Activity #2: Printing the Number of Students and Teachers 

o Activity #3: Adding a Student to the Dataset 

 

SAMPLE



Lesson 9 

 

Working with Accelerometers and Gyros 

• Accelerometers 

o Other Forces 

o Multiple Axes 

• Gyros 

o Using Gyro Information 

• The MPU6050 Sensor 

o Software Commands 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Adding the MPU6050 Sensor and Driver 

o Activity #2: Controlling the RGB LED 

o Activity #3: Controlling the Servo 

 

Lesson 10 

 

Using Tkinter for Displaying Data 

• Tikinter Window Construction 

o The Grid Method 

o Changing the Window Title 

• New Widget Types 

o The Label Widget 

o The Button Widget 

o The Entry Widget 

• Creating Tkinter Loops 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Timer Display 

o Activity #2: Displaying Accelerometer Data 

o Activity #3: Displaying All MPU6050 Axis Data 

 

  SAMPLE



Lesson 11  

 

Building a Web Server Using Bottle 

• Web Page Control 

o Components Required for Web Page Control 

o IP Addresses and Ports 

• HTML Code 

o HTML Tag Types 

• The Bottle Web Server 

• The PIP Installer 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Preparing the Circuit and Installing Bottle 

o Activity #2: Modifying the Program to Control the RGB LED 

o Activity #3: Adding the Green and Blue Elements 

 

Lesson 12 

 

Interfacing with a Camera 

• Raspberry Pi Camera 

o Camera Specifications 

o ESD Precautions 

• Camera Connections 

o Accessing the Camera Connector on Your Raspberry Pi 

• Enabling the Camera 

• Camera Commands 

o The Flip Options 

o The Timeout Option 

o The Encoding Option 

o Using Multiple Options 

o Camera Commands in Python 

o Camera Errors 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Connecting the Camera 

o Activity #2: Taking a Photo from the Command Line 

o Activity #3: Building an Image Capture and Display Program 

 

SAMPLE



Lesson 13 

 

Building a Web Camera Server with Apache 

• Types of Web Content 

o PHP Scripts 

o Javascript Code 

o CGI Scripts 

• The Apache Web Server 

o Advantages of Apache 

o Apache File Locations 

o Apache URL Behavior 

• RPi Cam Web Software 

o Rpi Cam Video Modes 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Installing the RPi Cam Software Package 

o Activity #2: Viewing the Camera Over the Network 

o Activity #3: Changing the Autostart Setting 

 

Lesson 14  

 

Using Relays 

• Relays 

o Mechanical Construction 

o Input Coil Current 

o Relay Types 

o The Relay Carrier Board 

o Driving the Relay 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Building the Circuit 

o Activity #2: Adding the LED Load Circuit 

o Activity #3: Controlling the Relay and LED with the IR Remote Control 

 

  SAMPLE



Lesson 15 

 

Working with Data from the Internet 

• Methods for Gathering Data from Websites 

o Parsing Data 

o API Data Access 

o Database-Style Web Page Content 

o The URLLIB.REQUEST Python Module 

o The REQUESTS Python Module 

o Viewing Feed Data 

• Cheerlights 

o Update Frequency 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Adding the OLED Screen 

o Activity #2: Changing the RGB Color Using an Internet Feed 

o Activity #3: Display Cheerlights Color on OLED Display 

 

Lesson 16 

 

Web Page Control 

• Using Images with HTML 

• The Apache Web Server 

o Apache File Locations 

o Web Server Permissions 

o Listing Permissions 

o The Apache CGI Processing Module 

• Creating and Running CGI Scripts 

o Creating a Web Page to Run CGI Scripts 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Web Pages with Links 

o Activity #2: Adding an Image 

o Activity #3: Adding CGI Scripts to Control an RGB LED 

 

  
SAMPLE



Lesson 17 

 

IOT with the Raspberry Pi 

• IOT (The Internet of Things) 

o Home-Built vs. Commercial Solutions 

o The Cayenne Software Package 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Adding a Switch and Installing Cayenne 

o Activity #2: Controlling an LED and Monitoring a Switch 

o Activity #3: Monitor an Input Using Cayenne 

 

Lesson 18 

 

Final Project: Alarm 

• Project Overview 

o User Interface 

o Program Operations 

o Required Files and Modules 

• Activities: 

o Activity #1: Circuit Modifications 

o Activity #2: File and Folder Preparation 

o Activity #3: Creating the Alarm Program 

 

SAMPLE
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